
 

 

May 16, 2013 

Ms. Yvette Lawrence  
Internal Revenue Service 
Room 6129 
1111 Constitution Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20224 
 

 Re: Form 8802 (Application for United States Residency Certification) 

Dear Ms. Lawrence, 

The Association of Global Custodians  (“AGC” or “Association”)1 has prepared this submission in 
response to the Internal Revenue Service notice, published in the Federal Register on March 19, 2013, 
inviting the general public to comment on Form 8802, Application for United States Residency 
Certification, and its collection of information by May 20, 2013.      

Member banks of the AGC are major users of Form 8802, as they annually file many thousands 
of such forms on behalf of their investor clients.  In October 2012, the AGC met with IRS tax processing 
department professionals to discuss the Form 8802 process in detail and provided recommendations 
that ranged from administrative processes and form details to a long-term electronic solution.  Attached 
as an appendix to this letter you will find a note (previously shared with the participants) summarizing 
the discussion at the meeting which includes as annexes the agenda of that meeting and some statistical 
data we provided at the meeting.  We welcome this opportunity to comment directly to the IRS in a 
formal letter.  Among the issues on which comments are invited are:  (i) the accuracy of the IRS’s 
estimate of the burden of the collection of information, and (ii) ways to minimize the burden of the 
collection of information on respondents, including through the use of automated collection techniques 
or other forms of information technology.  This letter mainly comprises a summary of issues and 
recommendations from the previous communication with the IRS in October 2012.  

                                                     
1  The Association is an informal group of 11 member banks that provide securities safekeeping and 
asset-serving functions to cross-border institutional investors worldwide.  Members provide custody-related 
services to most types of institutional investors, including investment funds, pension funds, and insurance 
companies. 
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Comments and Recommendations: 

1. Processing Timeframes: 

a. Currently, the best anticipated turn-around time for processing a Form 8802 once 
received is 10 weeks.   This can often lead to missed treaty relief opportunities in 
overseas investment markets, because in some instances relief can only be effectively 
obtained at the time of payment and only if the US tax resident has been able to provide 
the required Form 6166 certification of US residency at that time.  In addition, if Forms 
8802 are submitted significantly after the earliest date at which the IRS is willing to 
receive them (currently December 1st for the following calendar year) we experience a 
much longer time frame for Form 6166 receipt.   At this time, we understand there is a 
backlog and the 10 weeks can be significantly extended to 2 to 3 months.   

Recommendation:  Allow for an earlier submission date in order to provide for additional  
processing time for the IRS.    

2. Rejections: 

a. The IRS provides rejection letters through mail.  The letter indicates the Form 8802 was 
rejected and provides a list of possible rejection issues.   Since the exact rejection reason 
has not been provided it requires AGC member banks’ personnel to call the IRS to 
inquire as to the rejection reason.   This causes both sides to expend resources to 
understand the rejection in order to act upon it.    

Recommendation:   Update the rejection letters to allow the IRS personnel to tick a box next to 
the predominant rejection reason on the form letter and allow for a free format field to 
communicate non-standard rejections.    

3. Receipt of Forms 6166 with typos: 

a. The AGC polled the member banks and has determined that an estimated 15% of the 
Forms 6166 that are received contain typos in the legal name or words that are 
truncated.  This puts US institutional clients in a situation where tax benefits may not be 
approved by a foreign tax authority as the latter may require the name to match exactly 
the name under which the securities are registered and the foreign tax authority may 
not recognize a truncation and/or permit a typo.    

Recommendation:   Increase the length of the applicant field name on the Form 6166 and 
ensure typos are minimized either through additional processing controls or by reducing data 
entry duplication and developing an electronic system for submission and processing of 
Forms 8802 and production of Forms 6166.      
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4. Inquiry Process: 

a. Member banks must make a phone call to the IRS in order to address matters regarding 
form receipt and rejection and other general questions.  The IRS only allows three 
inquiries to be asked at a time.  In some cases additional follow-up is being conducted 
on an on-going issue and the IRS system has not been updated with the recent 
documentation and thus member banks are re-stating an issue or there is a delay as the 
member bank needs to call back in a couple of days.  Also, the call back procedure does 
not allow the member banks to call the specific agent that had worked on the initial 
inquiry.  In addition, we have experienced that certain IRS agents ask the member bank 
personnel for their own tax identification numbers in addition to the tax identification 
number of their employer.    

Recommendation:  Allow for more than three inquiries to be addressed with one phone call.      
Provide for an escalation contact to review more complex issues.  Review processes with IRS 
agents to ensure that member bank employees’ personal tax identification numbers are not 
being requested.  Designate a specific IRS agent to have primary responsibility for each case, so 
that callers can obtain follow-up assistance from someone who is already familiar with the file.        

5. Annual Requirement for Forms 8802:      

a. As Global Custodians our major client base from a US residency perspective consists of 
US pension funds, US trusts, US mutual funds, and US corporations.  Due to the 
institutional nature of these clients we typically do not see their information change 
from year to year.  Their name, address, residency, tax identification numbers, and the 
tax forms they file do not change.  We do not see the benefit in re-compiling this 
information on an annual basis from our clients.     

Recommendation:   Allow institutional clients to file a Form 8802 that covers a three-year 
period similar to what the IRS affords non-resident investors completing Form W-8BEN.     

6. Form 2848 Power of Attorney and Declaration of Representative 

a. The Form 2848 is signed by the taxpayer and we understand it grants a power of 
attorney to their representative to complete and sign the Form 8802 on their behalf.   
Form 2848 is generally good for three years and thus we understand it enables member 
banks to sign Forms 8802 for three years.   This is a significant administrative benefit.   
However, in many cases the IRS personnel do not consider the Form 8802 as a form for 
which a power of attorney can be granted  and reject the application on that ground. 

Recommendation:  Confirm the Form 2848 can be used to sign the Form 8802 for a three-year 
period.  Alternatively, as suggested above, allow the Form 8802 to cover a three year period.   
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7. Portugal and UK  

a. The Portuguese and the UK tax forms for claiming withholding tax relief are required to 
be stamped by the IRS in the case of US taxpayers seeking such relief.  In some cases the 
Portuguese forms are lost within IRS processes.   In these cases the bank must go back 
to the client and ask for new forms and signature.  Due to the processing delay this may 
cause the client to miss tax benefits.   With respect to the UK forms, in certain cases, a 
confirmation receipt to the UK tax authorities has not been provided back to the banks 
by the IRS.   In these cases due to lack of confirmation of delivery of the UK forms, the 
banks will be compelled to re-issue forms to the IRS.  As a result, we have encountered 
duplicate filings with the UK tax authorities.    

Recommendation:  Ensure procedures are being followed by the agents to prevent loss of forms 
or confirmations and/or designate a centralized processing team to handle these unique 
requirements to handle the processing controls.   

8. Lack of Electronic Process/Portal:  

a. In order to reduce the administrative burden, improve timeliness, decrease errors, and  
streamline the overall process we recommend an electronic portal for processing and 
payment.   

Recommendation:  Develop an electronic portal to include completing the required forms 
on-line with an electronic signature.  Provide an electronic workflow to allow member banks to 
track progress and rejections.  Allow for a method to upload supporting documentation as 
necessary.   Develop a more streamlined payment process.  Allow forms to be printed from the 
system.  An electronic method would reduce IRS administrative costs and instances of re-keying 
information that may cause errors.  The ultimate goal in the process of the Form 8802 is to 
provide US residents with their treaty and domestic tax entitlements in a timely manner.      

9. General Comment Regarding Certificate of Residence Requirements 

Association member banks, together with the IRS and the Treasury Department, are active members 
of the OECD’s Treaty Relief and Compliance Enhancement Group (TRACE) who are carrying forward 
work begun in 2006 to design a package of solutions to improve cross-border tax relief for portfolio 
investors.  Key to the solutions endorsed by the OECD are:  the standardization of tax treaty relief 
procedures across OECD member countries, provision of tax relief at source, removal of requirements of 
certificates of tax residence, and improvements to the reporting of investor information and subsequent 
exchange of information.  We further note that ever increasing cross-border investment is likely to mean 
that burdens on the IRS to provide certificates of residence will increase.  In a January 2009 OECD 
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report,2 the “quite crippling costs” of obtaining and producing certificates of residence were cited as one 
of the justifications for eliminating that requirement;  the report stated: 

For example, the U.S. Internal Revenue Service processed 2.4 million certificates of residence for 
the fiscal year ending 30 September 2007, over a 60 percent increase from just a few years 
earlier.  This procedure has been centralised into one service centre, and a user fee has been 
instituted to help defray the costs.  As a result, the costs of granting and claiming treaty benefits 
have been shifted from the source country (the one asking for the forms) to the residence 
country (the one providing the forms) and then charged to the investors, who benefit from the 
treaty.  There has been some debate over whether this is an appropriate allocation of costs. 

The AGC would like to take this opportunity to urge the IRS and Treasury to redouble their efforts at an 
international level to generate support for the OECD recommendations emanating from the TRACE  
project, including in particular the recommendation to do away with source country requirements of 
certificates of residence for claiming treaty benefits.  As an interim step, however, the AGC urges the IRS 
to address the specific problems cited above in relation to Form 8802, in order to reduce the growing 
administrative burdens on both applicants and the IRS arising from inefficiencies in the current system. 

* * * * * * *  

 Thank you again for the opportunity to submit these comments.  If you have questions, please 
feel free to contact the undersigned at mary.bennett@bakermckenzie.com or (202) 452-7045. 

 

Sincerely yours on behalf of the Association, 

 

Mary C. Bennett 
Baker & McKenzie LLP 
Counsel to the Association 
 

                                                     
2 Report of the Informal Consultative Group on the Taxation of Collective Investment Vehicles and 
Procedures for Tax Relief for Cross-Border Investors on Possible Improvements to Procedures for Tax 
Relief for Cross-Border Investors, OECD, January 2009, p. 13. 
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Memorandum 
Baker & McKenzie LLP 
815 Connecticut Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20006-4078, USA 

Tel: +1 202 452 7000 
Fax: +1 202 452 7074 
www.bakermckenzie.com 

 

Baker & McKenzie LLP is a member of Baker & McKenzie International, a Swiss Verein. 
 

Date November 2, 2012 

To AGC Tax Committee 

From Mary C. Bennett 

Re Meeting of October 19, 2012 with IRS on Form 8802 Issues 

 
 
This note summarizes the discussions that were held at the meeting of October 19, 2012 at the IRS in 
Washington, DC between representatives of the AGC Tax Committee and the IRS on issues relating to 
IRS Form 8802 (Application for U.S. Residency Certification).  The discussions were based upon the 
agenda / issues note and the statistical data compilation attached as Annexes 1 and 2, respectively, to this 
note. 

Participating for the AGC were: 

• Dawn Schaefer,  Brown Brothers Harriman, and AGC Tax Committee Chair 
• Gerardo Avitia, Northern Trust 
• Tom Bradley, State Street Bank 
• John Brophy, CitiBank 
• Eileen McGonagle, Bank of New York Mellon (by phone) 
• Patricia Ream, Brown Brothers Harriman (by phone) 
• Anastasia Yuelys, JP Morgan 
• Mary Bennett, Baker and McKenzie, LLP (counsel to the AGC) 

 

Participating for the IRS were: 

In person: 

• Dave Varley, Senior Manager, LB&I, Treaty Assistance and Interpretation Team (TAIT) 
• Molly Roe, Analyst, TAIT 
• Greg Texley, Analyst, TAIT 
• Tony Ferrise, Treaty Group Manager, TAIT 
• Elizabeth Karzon, Branch Chief, Branch 1, Office of the Associate Chief Counsel 

(International) 
• Quyen Huynh, Senior Counsel, Branch 1, ACC(I) 

 

By phone from Philadelphia: 

• Tony Skirkie, IRS Wage & Investment Division, responsible for 8802 standard operating 
procedures 

• Randall Loots (sp?) 
• Reggie Franklin, Division Chief 
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• Bob Kozlecki  
• Bettye Dennery, Analyst 
• Tina DiGiacomo, Case Worker 
• Vivian Dunn, Manager in W&I 

 

After introductions, Tony Skirkie opened the discussion by referring to the statistical data provided and 
noting that both the timeframes for processing and the reasons for rejections looked accurate.  He said that 
the IRS is in the process of updating its letter formats and that for the 2013 season the rejection letter will 
specify the reason for the rejection.  Dawn said this would be a great improvement from the AGC’s 
perspective. 

Communications with IRS Processing Center 

Dawn explained the difficulties faced by the AGC as a result of the 3-question-per-call policy, the 
telephone analyst’s lack of direct knowledge of the case, and the lag time for processing faxed 
information.  

Bob Kozlecki said the IRS had to keep its 3-question-per-call policy in order to make IRS resources fairly 
available to all callers.  He said they don’t have the resources to designate individual contact persons for 
the global custodians.  He explained that the phone workers record their remarks and a print-out of those 
is made twice a day and sent through their internal mail system to the assigned caseworker.  The assigned 
caseworkers are supposed to deal with those call-in remarks as their first priority.  He also indicated that 
the phones were manned from 6 am until 11 pm with peak volumes for calls between 9 am and 4 pm. 

He said management would review the system to make sure information is getting processed and 
responses communicated quickly enough.  He indicated that they have 2 fax machines for receiving new 
applications and 3 for receiving follow-up information about suspended applications, and he promised to 
provide those phone numbers to the AGC.  [Note:  those numbers were subsequently provided by the IRS, 
and they are 267-941-1035 or 267-941-1366 for new applications and 267-941-1039, 267-941-1038, or 
267-941-1316 for correspondence on previously submitted applications.]  He also said the IRS is looking 
at introducing eFax which would allow their personnel to received faxed documents electronically 
through an e-mail notification.  He explained that it currently takes 24-48 hours for a fax to be delivered 
to the assigned caseworker.  He also said they are looking at having dedicated fax numbers for each team 
of analysts (they have 6 of them), and that if they were to do that the relevant fax number would be 
provided to applicants needing to correspond with that team. 

Dawn noted that the ideal solution to many of the problems would be to have an online system for 
submitting and tracking applications.  The IRS agreed but said the time had not yet come for that due to 
budgetary constraints. 

Rejections of IRS 8802 Applications 

As indicated above, the IRS decision to start identifying the rejection reason on its rejection letters for the 
2013 season was welcomed.  Dawn explained the frustrations experienced by having applications rejected 
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for absence of information which should be internally available to the IRS, such as determination letters 
and new fund launches. 

The IRS indicated that the databases available to their caseworkers did not include that information, just 
the information from return filings. 

Anastasia asked about the situation where the determination letter is issued to the plan sponsor which has 
its own TIN, but the request is filed for the actual trust which has a different TIN.  The IRS suggested 
providing the analyst with the information about the link between those two in the space provided at 
line 10 of Form 8802. 

Gerardo said Northern Trust deals with this by indicating on line 5 that no return is filed and then by 
providing information about the exact trust on line 6, although this does not always prevent rejections.  
The IRS said they may need to enhance their approach at their end and would be prepared to work with 
the AGC on that. 

Both Gerardo and Anastasia noted that this was not such a big issue in the past when Schedule P on 
Form 5500 contained the information, but it was now increasingly a problem.  Bettye Dennery suggested 
attaching the Form 5500 to the trust request and made a similar suggestion for 81-100 cases. The IRS 
reiterated that their caseworkers do not have access to a database showing the issuance of a determination 
letter or 81-100 letter.  In response to a question, he also indicated that they do not have the space 
(electronic or otherwise) to save information from year to year about such letters, so that it is necessary to 
include the attachments with each Form 8802 request. 

Dawn said it would be helpful to have more time to respond to rejection letters for requests originating 
abroad.  The IRS said they wait 60 days after mailing before closing out a file involving a U.S. address 
and 75 days where the address is foreign.  They also said, though, that they were prepared to give 
extensions if they were contacted (by phone, fax, or letter), and Bob Kozlecki said they would stress this 
policy in their internal training. 

Dawn raised the question about the penalties of perjury statement confirming an intention “to continue to 
be a [U.S. resident] throughout the current tax year” for cases where the statement is signed prior to the 
beginning of the year for which the certificate is requested.  Bob Kozlecki advised that it was fine to sign 
the form without modifying that language in those cases; he said the IRS has recently ironed out the 
discrepancy that had existed between their manual and instructions on that.  

Dawn suggested the AGC could come up with a checklist of information needed for different types of 
applications and could ask the IRS to review that.  Tony Skirkie welcomed that suggestion. 

Processing Time 

As indicated above, the IRS said they could not provide dedicated analysts to the global custodians.  As to 
the suggestion to allow for earlier filing of requests for the upcoming calendar year, the IRS said that 
because of physical and database limitations, they could not begin processing information earlier than the 
December 1st date.  They also indicated that they cannot start printing the certificates until January 1st, 
noting that some countries reject them if issued earlier anyway.  Dawn suggested it would be helpful if 
the certificates could be issued earlier but bear the January 1st date. 
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There was a discussion of whether it would be helpful to “batch” the applications, and if so, how this 
should be done.  Bob Kozlecki said it was fine to batch applications, although there was no guarantee they 
would all be processed and sent back at once.  He suggested it could be helpful to batch applications by 
entity type so that an analyst could more easily see if there were common deficiencies.  He stressed the 
need to include penalty of perjury statements for each partner and for the partnership, and to adhere 
closely to the Form 8802 instructions.  He agreed with the suggestion that the IRS should notify a global 
custodian if they see that the custodian is routinely missing a certain element of the application. 

Character Length for Applicant Name 

Regarding the problems that arise from having certificates that do not reflect the full, exact name of the 
taxpayer, Bob Kozlecki said that unfortunately they were limited to the 70-character name field currently 
provided, but that they would aim to issue the certificate in the exact name if that is provided to them and 
that they would emphasize to their teams the importance of not dropping words (including “the”) from the 
name. He also said they would communicate to the IRS forms division the desire to have an expanded 
name field. 

Penalty of Perjury Review / Title 

The IRS said they have decided that they will not reject applications for which the title provided is 
“officer”.  They also said that they would accept a statement in the penalty of perjury section indicating 
that the person signing has the authority to sign for the applicant. Bob Kozlecki said they would ask the 
IRS forms division for a box to check to state that the signer has signing authority.   The adding of a box 
to the W-8 form was done to facilitate the processing of titles of Non-U.S. representatives as they may not 
have correlated with the exact titles being used by U.S. representatives.  The IRS also indicated that 
“enrolled agent” and “authorized signer” are not accepted titles. 

Mailing of 6166s 

Regarding the problem of lost or empty envelopes, the IRS said they would look into whether they could 
put some kind of identifying number on the envelopes (which get sent out from Ogden, Utah) and that 
they would stress to their workers the need to use the DHL or other courier account provided by the 
applicant.  They noted that FedEx or UPS are more commonly used for mailing to U.S. and DHL for 
foreign addresses. 

Additional Tax Form Processing (e.g. Portuguese MOD21 and MOD22 Forms and UK REIT Tax 
Forms) 

In response to Dawn’s suggestion, Bob Kozlecki said they would continue to emphasize in training the 
need to stamp and date each page of the Portuguese forms.   

The IRS did not seem to have any good solution for dealing with the rejection and multiple fee problems 
arising from the fact the MOD21 and MOD22 forms often are not available to be submitted with the 
original Form 8802. Regarding the UK forms, Bob Kozlecki said it was IRS policy to send a copy of the 
UK form to the applicant once the original was sent to the UK, and that custodians should call if they do 
not get their UK cover letters.  He said they do keep track of the dates on which they send out those 
forms. 
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Bob Kozlecki noted that there can be rejection problems if the Form 8802 year and the MOD21 or 
MOD22 year don’t match.  Dawn explained in many cases custodians receive the MOD21 (relief at 
source) and MOD 22 (reclaim) forms prior to or shortly after there has been an income event and not with 
the annual IRS8802.  Thus the IRS8802 may be dated in the prior year for the annual solicitation process 
and the MOD22 would be dated upon income activity that generated a tax reclaim.  The IRS agreed they 
would accept an IRS8802 dated in the prior year for the future year annual solicitation process attached to 
that year’s MOD form.   

Form 2848 

There was a discussion of one member’s practice to obtain a Form 2848 Power of Attorney from clients, 
with a 3-year validity, and then to use that to sign Forms 8802 annually on behalf of those clients during 
the term of the Power of Attorney.  The bank indicated that these applications are sometimes rejected on 
the grounds that the caseworker reviewing the Form 2848 did not recognize the Form 8802 as a “return” 
for which a power could be granted.  The IRS said they needed to look into the legality of using the Form 
2848 for that purpose and that they would get back to the AGC on that.   

Website Enhancements 

Bob Kozlecki noted the request to include some sort of identifying information on the payment 
confirmation page to facilitate its association with the Form 8802 at the custodian’s end and said that 
request would be forwarded to the persons responsible for the payment system.  He said he would do the 
same for the request to introduce a “cart” feature to the payment process. 

Improvements to IRS 8802 Application Form 

Dawn reiterated the suggestion that the 8802 be made valid for 3 years.  The IRS Washington team 
recalled that that issue had been raised in the past and that they would look into it again.  It was noted that 
while some taxpayers (e.g. individuals) might be more likely to change residence, others (e.g. pension 
funds) will always keep the same residence. 

Regarding the country-specific information requested at page 3 of the form, the IRS confirmed that they 
still needed to collect that information for IRS statistical purposes.  The IRS will not prioritize 
applications for 2013 for which the box for Italy is checked.   

Other Issues 

Members stressed how important it was to be able to get certificates on a timely basis, noting the 
difficulty of getting refunds if withholding relief is not available at source.  Dawn pointed out that more 
and more countries seem to be introducing additional requirements in their procedures.  Tony Skirkie said 
they were aware of the problems and doing the best they could.  Bob Kozlecki said they couldn’t 
prioritize every custodian request, but noted that issue could be bumped to the taxpayer advocate service 
if necessary.  

Regarding a request for whether the time to request reprints could be extended from 60 days to 4 months, 
the IRS said they would look into that and get back to us.  
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Finally, there was a discussion involving rabbi trusts and other grantor trust situations where applications 
have been rejected if they do not include an EIN for the trust.  The rejections seem to be resulting as the 
TIN of the trust is the same as the TIN of the grantor and the grantor includes the income on its tax return.  
The IRS thus does not see a filing for the trust so it will not provide a 6166 in the name of the trust.  Tony 
Skirkie said they have difficulty with the situation because they need some kind of identifier to plug the 
entity into their system.  It was agreed that Elizabeth Karzon of ACC(I) would look into this and advise 
Philadelphia on how to deal with it effectively. 

* * * 

Pursuant to requirements related to practice before the Internal Revenue Service, any tax advice contained 
in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, for the 
purposes of (i) avoiding penalties imposed under the United States Internal Revenue Code or 
(ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another person any tax-related matter. 
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AGC Tax Committee Communication; Not for Circulation to Other Organizations 

 

Joint Meeting with AGC Tax Committee and IRS Form 8802 Team  

Place:  IRS, Washington, DC 

Date:    October 19, 2012 

List of Participants:   

AGC Tax Committee Members:  

Mary Bennett, Baker and McKenzie, LLP 
Dawn Schaefer,  Brown Brothers Harriman and Association of Global Custodians Tax Chair 
Anastasia Yuelys, JP Morgan 
Tom Bradley, State Street Bank 
John Brophy, Citi Bank 
Gerardo Avitia, Northern Trust 

 

Agenda 
 
 

1. Introduction of AGC  Tax Committee and IRS Processing Advocates 
2. IRS to provide any updates on their Initiatives and Best Practices 
3. Review and discussion of Key Issues presented by AGC Tax Committee 
4. Review of Statistical Data  
5. Determine process to stay in touch and follow up method 

   

Key Issues 
 
 
IRS 8802 Processing  
 
Communication with IRS Processing Center  
         
Issue:  
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• Currently, the only way to communicate with the IRS is through a call center number staffed by 
personnel who are restricted to handling only 3 inquiries per call.  

• More often than not the people we talk to have no input into the review/processing/determinations 
made regarding the 8802 and therefore are reliant on the notes maintained by the IRS examiner.   

• As a result, we have trouble determining the status of 8802s and considering the lengthy time 
involved on the IRS side, we are not in a position to advise the client in a timely manner.  

• The IRS only accepts hard copy documentation when supporting documents are required.  At best, 
we can send faxes that are sent to a centralized fax area.  Faxing documentation causes concerns to 
us as we are unsure of receipt, logging and if the issue is being addressed.  Therefore, we must call 
the IRS to verify that the fax has been received and delivered to the correct examiner assigned to 
the case.   We see the average processing time to log receipt of this information is typically between 
5-8 days.    Also, since we only have a certain timeframe to provide additional documentation we are 
concerned that a deadline may be missed.     

 
Solution:  
• A dedicated Service Representative with the required knowledge and the ability to deal with more 

than 3 inquiries at one time is needed to actually advise on the part of the IRS.  
• Provide for a dedicated fax machine for new applications and another fax number for suspended 

applications to assist in streamlining the process at the IRS.   
• Reduce the processing time from (5-8 days to 2-3 days) to update the system with additional 

documentation that was required to complete the application process.     
• The best process and long term solution would be to provide a method of scanning electronic copies 

of documentation via email or through a website portal to the IRS instead of requiring faxing.   
 
 
Rejections of IRS 8802 Applications 
 
Issue:    
• Currently rejections are received through a letter from the IRS processing center.  The letter 

indicates the form was rejected and provides a possible list of the rejection issues.  Since the letter 
does not provide the exact reason for the rejection a call must be made to the IRS processing center 
to follow up.  The examiner’s name that rejected the form is also not included.  Once again the IRS 
call center process only allows for 3 inquiries and you are required to dial back to ask further 
questions.  

• The forms may be rejected due to a missing IRS Determination Letter.  The IRS issues the 
determination letters so we are unsure why this information is not available to the IRS processing 
center to reference.  

• The forms may be rejected due to the fact that the investor/fund has just launched and their fiscal 
year and tax filing requirements have not been met, and supporting documentation must be 
provided to prove their filing type.   
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• In the case of IRS8802 applications being processed outside the U.S., the rejection timeframe to 
provide supporting documentation is still the same as in the U.S.   In many cases by the time the 
rejection letter is received in the office within a foreign country there is very little time to respond.   

• In some cases the IRS8802 is rejected as the penalty of perjury statement does not include reference 
to a tax year.  For example an IRS8802 is signed in December 2011 for the 2012 tax year renewal 
process.   According to the instructions, the penalty of perjury statement must include a statement 
that the applicant is a U.S. resident “ …. and will continue to be throughout the current tax year”.    
Is a tax year required to be added to indicate that it is for 2012?   

• In some cases supporting documentation that is submitted with the IRS8802 (e.g. a determination 
letter for a Rev. Rul. 81-100 group trust) is lost and misplaced.    

  
Solution:  
• Enhance the rejection template to include a check box next to the rejection reason.   This will reduce 

time for both the user sending in the application and the IRS staff by providing a self service process. 
• Provide systematic access for the IRS processing agent to self service rejections by being able to 

verify the IRS determination letter or filing type for new funds.  
• Provide a dedicated contact person/team per Custodian to assist in streamlining communication in 

regard to processing rejections or provide the examiner’s name and contact information on the 
rejection.  

• Update instructions to include supporting documentation required for newly launched funds (allows 
for self servicing by custodians).  

• Allow a contact person to follow up on the rejection with the person who is most familiar with or 
who processed the rejection to cut down on any miscommunication or additional research to be 
conducted by the call center analyst, who may not be familiar with what the examiner reviewed.  
Allow a voice mail message to be left with the relevant person with an estimated call back 
timeframe of 24-48 hours.   

• Due to the global environment and custodian offices around the world – we require longer 
processing time frames for rejections for letters being sent abroad.   

• Update instructions to include more detailed information around the dating requirements for the 
annual renewal process as well as what should be included on the penalty of perjury statement in 
regard to the year.  

• In regard to supporting documentation, indicate what is the best practice to attach (e.g. staple, 
paperclip) so documentation is not lost.  

• Allow for a process to send in scanned documentation via email or internet portal to the examiner 
that rejected the forms versus the current fax process.  

• The best practice and long term solution would be to provide for an automated process via a 
website to allow for a workflow application process.  User could then sign on to the system and 
receive rejection notifications in their workbasket and allow for a mechanism to upload additional 
supporting documentation to clear the rejection.  
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Processing Time 
  
Issue:  
• Currently, the best anticipated turn-around time for processing an 8802 once received is 10 weeks. 

This can often lead to missed opportunities for relief at source. 
 
Solution:  
• Can custodians batch their applications to assist in the processing and maintain the entire batch 

together for processing with the IRS?   
• Can the IRS prioritize custodians acting as appointees for U.S. clients? 
• Can the submission date of the IRS8802s be earlier such as October 1st or November 1st to allow the 

IRS processing center more lead time to process instead of the December 1st submission date?   
• The best long term solution would be to offer an electronic filing service with workflows to reduce 

the administrative paper process and allow custodians to log in to verify if the documentation has 
been received and where the document processing is in its workflow.   

 
 
 
Form 8802 Application 
 
Issue:  Character Length for Applicant Name 
 
• Length of Applicant Name field printed on Form 6166 is too short for those taxpayers with names 

that exceed the 70 characters. 
• Due to character limitation, the IRS Agents have to take it upon themselves to truncate the names 

(e.g., by leaving off the word "THE" even if it is included in the applicant’s name).  This causes 
rejections in markets that require the Form 6166 to match the names exactly before double taxation 
benefits are granted.   

• In some cases due to re-keying the information is misspelled.  
• The full name on the forms is very critical as a potential loss of benefits may happen as a result.  
 
Solution: 
 
• Expand the Name Field character length in the IRS system. 
• There is enough landscape on the Form 6166 to print two name lines. 
• The expansion would allow the IRS to include the word "THE" at the beginning of the taxpayer's 

name and to avoid abbreviating other words. 
• A best long term solution would be to have an electronic filing service so re-keying of information is 

not required and reduce IRS timeframes.  
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Issue:  Penalty of Perjury Review / Title 
 
• Rejection of Form 6166 due to "Officer" title not being accepted as a valid title.   
 
Solution:   
 
• We request a similar solution as recently published for the W-8 signing authority that the signer can 

tick a box stating they have the capacity to sign.   
• Can the taxpayer add in language within the Penalty of Perjury Section that confirms that the signer 

has the authority to bind the company, regardless of the title present on the form?  
• If this was added, then the person signing is attesting that they have the power to bind the 

company. 
• The penalty of perjury section could also include specific language that would indicate the signer has 

the power to bind the company; this would eliminate the questionability of the signer's title. 
 
Lacking this, the IRS might want to consider the below IRS section that allows a signer of Corporate 
Returns to have the authorization based upon the presence of the signature.  As the Form 8802 is very 
similar to a corporate return, would this apply? 
 

§ 6062. Signing of corporation returns 
 
The return of a corporation with respect to income shall be signed by the president, vice-
president, treasurer, assistant treasurer, chief accounting officer or any other officer duly 
authorized so to act. In the case of a return made for a corporation by a fiduciary pursuant to 
the provisions of section 6012 (b)(3), such fiduciary shall sign the return. The fact that an 
individual’s name is signed on the return shall be prima facie evidence that such individual is 
authorized to sign the return on behalf of the corporation.  

 

Mailing of 6166s 
 
Issue:   
 
• In some cases a package has been received and the contents in the package have been lost or 

destroyed.   This is rare but the forms do contain tax identification numbers and we are concerned 
with this information/forms being lost.   In addition, if we receive an empty package we are unsure 
as to which client’s forms were in the package.  

 

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode26/usc_sec_26_00006012----000-.html
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Solution: 
 
• The package should include a reference number to refer back to the package contents.   This will 

allow the recipient to rectify the situation with the IRS versus trying to figure out which 
documentation was lost in the mailing process.  

• For forms being sent outside the U.S. provide for an automated solution to accommodate DHL 
shipping to reduce the timeframe for delivery.    

• The long term solution would be to use a web based portal to provide information on the shipping 
date and a reference number to indicate the 6166s being included in the package.   

 
Additional Tax Form Processing (e.g. Portuguese MOD21 and MOD22 Forms and UK REIT Tax Forms) 

Issue:   

• The Portuguese tax authority requires the MOD21 and MOD22 forms to be stamped by the IRS.   
The UK also requires the UK REIT form to be stamped.  

•  The MOD21 and MOD22 forms are sometimes sent to the IRS and not included with the original 
request for IRS 6166 forms.  Thus custodians are incurring an additional fee of $85 to process the 
MOD forms.  Clients do not always provide the MOD forms with the IRS8802 application for the 
December application processing timeframe.  

• Recently, some agents have been rejecting stamping the MOD forms as the IRS8802 was dated in 
the fall of 2011 for the 2012 processing cycle.    

• In limited cases the Portuguese and UK forms are lost and not processed.  
• In regard to the UK forms a confirmation is not received that they have been submitted to the UK  

HMRC.   This causes the custodian to have to follow up and not to be able to properly track the form 
through its life cycle and could result in a missed opportunity if the form was not sent to HMRC.  

 

Solution:    

• Modify the payment process to allow for a reduced fee for processing the Portuguese MOD forms 
and UK forms, if a fee of $85 dollars has already been processed for the IRS8802. 

• Ensure MOD forms are not rejected with an IRS8802 dated for the 2012 processing cycle.  
• Provide more detailed confirmations for UK Forms.  
 
2848 Power of Attorney and Declaration of Representative 
 
Issue: 
 
• The Form 2848 accompanying the Form 8802 is sometimes rejected if IRS personnel do not consider 

the Form 8802 (identified on line 3 of the Form 2848) as a tax form. 
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• IRS personnel are not consistent in the way they interpret the requirement for Form 2848 to state at 
line 3 the three years to which the form relates (i.e., as between the year of submission of the 
Form 2848 and the two subsequent years, or the first year for which a Form 6166 is requested and 
the two subsequent years). 

 
Solution 
 
• Clarify the Form 2848 instructions to describe the way that form should be completed for use in 

connection with Form 8802, and provide training to IRS processing personnel to ensure consistent 
processing of Forms 2848 submitted with Forms 8802. 

 
Website Enhancements 
 
Issue:  Online User Fees - Proof of Payment Confirmation page 
 
• The confirmation page that is printed when a user fee is paid does not include any reference to the 

taxpayer.   The third party paying the fee must be very organized to ensure that the payment was 
processed and to attach the correct supporting back up to the application for user’s internal records.     

• As a custodian, in some cases we are paying for over hundreds of applications and if the 
confirmation print out does not reference the taxpayer, we cannot associate the payment to the 
Application.    

 
Solution:  
• Add a masked Taxpayer's Tax ID to the confirmation page – i.e. XX-XXX4536.   
• This will allow the custodian to have a print out that contains unique information to each 

application. 
 
Issue:  Online User Fees do not allow for multiple applications 
 
• The system was developed around the application by one taxpayer.   
• Custodians are processing hundreds of forms and the online pay.gov site does not have the 

flexibility for requesting for multiple applications at once.  
 
Solution:  
 
• Enhance the payment process to include a website that allows for the "Cart" concept by a third 

party. 
• Allow the user to enter multiple taxpayers at once with one cost to the third party. 
• This would allow for significant gains from our processing on the web portal as currently we have to 

enter the identical payment information hundreds of times. 
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Improvements to IRS8802 Application Form  

• We would like to understand the usage of page 3 in relation to the markets.  Since most 6166 forms 
no longer require the printing of the markets with the exception of Greece, Spain and Russia, we 
would like to understand if the markets should still be required.  Can the form be simplified to 
include the three specific markets and a general market box?  Does the ticking of Italy assist in 
prioritizing the forms due to current issues surrounding this market?    

• The IRS8802 form is an annual form.   However, in almost all cases involving these large institutional 
clients their information is not changing from year to year and remains consistent.  Has a discussion 
or analysis taken place to determine a longer validity of the forms?   

 

Statistical Analysis Data for Form 8802 Filings – see separate document as attached.  
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ANNEX 2



 

 

AGC Tax Committee Communication ; Not for Circulation to Other Organizations 
 

Statistical Data for Form 8802 Filings – Background for AGC Tax Committee/IRS Meeting of October 
19, 2012 

 
 

Bank # of 
IRS8802s 
being 
processed 
annually 

% of IRS8802s 
being 
processed 
during the 
December 
timeframe 

 # of 
6166’s 
being 
requested 
per 
application 

Average 
Timeframe 
for receipt of 
6166s during 
busy season 

Rejection 
Percentages 

Key Comments on Rejections 

A 1100 60% 60 Last 
year/ 75 
for 2013 

First batch 
end of Feb, 
remaining 
items 8 to 12 
weeks 

20% • Rejections due to new fund 
launches and additional 
information required to confirm 
filing type. TIN/Name discrepancy. 
Tax returns and IRS determination 
letters needed.  

B 1100 10% 120-300 10 weeks 15% • Rejections due to IRS rejection of 
POA 2848, EIN and legal names not 
on IRS system and other points 
highlighted on attachment 

C   200 12-14 weeks 25% • Client fails to file tax return 
• Name on 8802 does not match IRS 

records 
• US Partnerships – underlying 

partners fail to file tax returns 
• Newly founded entities fail to 

provide suitable formation 
documents 

• Where a name change has 
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occurred, the client fails to record 
their name with the IRS 

D 700 87% 140 10 weeks 18% • Rejections due to new fund 
launches, additional information 
required to confirm filing type (e.g. 
81-100 ruling), name changes, and 
officer title issue 

E 2900 60% 200 10-12 Weeks 15% • TIN/Name discrepancy. 
• Rejections due to IRS rejection of 

POA 2848 
• Rejections due to IRS rejection of 

Trustee/Signatory 
• EIN and legal names not on IRS 

system 
• US Partnerships – underlying 

partners fail to file tax returns 
• Newly founded entities fail to 

provide suitable formation 
documents or POP. 
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ATTACHMENT 
 

Further detail from Bank B regarding reasons for IRS rejection of Forms 8802: 
 
 

1) FORM 2848 – Power of Attorney 

A majority of BANK B US clients submit a Power of Attorney FORM 2848 that allows BANK B to sign an 8802 on behalf of the 
client.  The FORM 2848 is valid for 3 calendar years.  This ensures BANK B does not have to solicit for the FORM 8802 on an 
annual basis.  For the most part the IRS 8802 caseworkers accept this form and process the 6166s accordingly.  We do run into 
problems as not all IRS caseworkers approve this POA and rejected for the following two reasons: 

Line 3 Tax Form number – Since we are only asking our clients to allow BANK B to sign the 8802 application we denote 8802 as 
the tax form. When we receive rejections the IRS states the 8802 is not a tax form and we should denote the actual tax form for 
the entity. 

Line 3 Years or Period – On this line BANK B denotes the three years the FORM 2848 is valid for. The IRS states the column 
should be the years of 6166s requested for the applicant. 

The IRS is not consistent in the way it handles the FORM 2848.  For 85% of the BANK B clients that use the FORM 2848 the IRS 
approves 8802 applications.  The remaining 15% of clients is where we get our rejections.  The POA FORM 2848 is filled out 
exactly the same for all applicants. 

 
2) Employee Benefit Plan 8802 Filings 

For the past two years BANK B has submitted FORM 8802 applications for clients that are trusts for qualified defined benefit and 
defined contribution plans and received a large number of rejections from the IRS.  BANK B has a large number of trusts for 
qualified plans as clients and these trusts have significant investments in foreign as well as domestic securities.  As my team 
discussed the rejections with the IRS tax reviewers they consistently received one of the following three responses as to why the 
Form 8802 applications were being rejected. 
EIN on Form 8802 does not show up in IRS records - It appears this is largely due in part to the removal of Schedule P from the 
Form 5500 filings. Since the trust's EIN no longer appears in the Form 5500, the IRS computer system no longer shows these 
entities to be in existence. 
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The legal name on the application does not match what the IRS agents see in the computer system - The problem lies in that 
BANK B files Form 8802 on a TRUST level, but uses the Form 5500 as a supporting document (Form 8802 instructions) and that 
Form 5500 is filed on a PLAN level.   

The Form 8802 should be filed using the corporate/ sponsor name and EIN - This is the answer  received from the IRS reviewers 
as the best way to successfully obtain Form 6166. According to the Form 8802 instructions, this would only work if the filing was 
for the corporate entity. 

I am attaching examples of filings we submitted in 2011 for Master Retirement Trusts and other entities where the applications 
were rejected due to one of the three reasons above. 

 
3) Rabbi Trusts 8802 filings 

We haven’t filed many 8802 applications for Rabbi trusts but we have yet to get any cases approved. The main reason given for 
rejection from the IRS is that these trusts are treated as look thru/pass thru entities  like partnerships, LLCs  and S Corporations. 
We have been told we must submit FORM 8821s and POP’s for all underlying partners and owners.  

A Rabbi Trust is considered a nonqualified benefit plan.  The trust is also considered a grantor trust with income being taxed to 
the grantor or employer. So the main difference here is that  in a partnership entity the profits (and losses) of a partnership are 
passed down to the partners, who pay taxes on their individual income tax returns.  

Our 8802 filings for Rabbi trusts include as supporting documents a FORM  8821 and POP for the GRANTOR ONLY.  We also 
include a copy of the 1041 tax filing for each of these filings.  

We contend for these type of entities we are submitting the correct paperwork and it would be quite impossible to gather FORM 
8821s and POP’s for all underlying partners of the nonqualified plan. 

We have one large client that has a number of rabbi trusts which you will see below. All of the 8802 applications below were 
rejected by the residency certification department. I will also send you an example of a 8802 for one of the entities below. 

EIN Legal Name Reference # 
xx-
xxxxxxx Company X Corporate Trust Under Executive Benefit Plan(s) 

D1100178690006-10 
& 23-25 

xx-
xxxxxxx Company X Enterprises, Inc. Trust Under Executive Benefit Plan(s) D1100177810002-6 
xx-
xxxxxxx 

Company X Corporation Trust Under Executive Benefit Plan(s) for 
Segment 1 Executives 

D11001778100012-
16 
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xx-
xxxxxxx 

Company X Corporate Trust Under Executive Benefit Plan(s) for 
Segment 2 D1100177810007-11 

xx-
xxxxxxx 

Trust Under Executive Benefit Plan(s) for Certain Company X 
Companies D1100178690019-22 

xx-
xxxxxxx 

Company X Corporation Trust under Board of Director's Benefit 
Plan(s) D1100178690011-15 

xx-
xxxxxxx Company X, Inc. Trust Under Executive Benefit Plan(s) D1100179530001-9 
xx-
xxxxxxx Company X, Inc. Trust Under Board of Director’s Benefit Plan(s) D1100179530010-16 

 
 

4) Personal /Revocable trusts using social security numbers 

BANK B has a number of clients that are revocable trusts. The trust uses a social security number as its tax identification number.  
All income earned on assets held in the trust are reported directly on the individuals income tax return and the trust is not 
required to file a tax return. 

We require certifications to be issued with the Revocable Trust name on the 6166.  

We can’t make our clients go out and get EINs for these trusts. We contend that is an issue that all custodian banks must have 
with the IRS. 

BANK B is seeking guidance as to how Forms 8802 should be completed in order to maximize the approval of Forms 6166 that 
will be acceptable to tax treaty partners.  Please advise your thoughts at your earliest convenience.  If you have any questions or 
need additional information, please contact me. 

 
 

 

 

 

 


